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Here you can find the menu of Carlo's Fish Bar And Restaurant in Edinburgh, City of. At the moment, there are
18 dishes and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Mark1968ab likes

about Carlo's Fish Bar And Restaurant:
Stayed at the nearby holiday park and we just looked for somewhere to get a takeaway. Hit upon this place and

gave it a go. Great decision. The on-line app was easy to use and gave us a discount (on prices which were very
reasonable to start with). Service was quick (we ended up using this place 3 times and each time our wait inside

shop was read more. The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or
physiological disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. What jcrc04

doesn't like about Carlo's Fish Bar And Restaurant:
Went here for an evening meal. The girl who served us rude, attitude awful, we had to repeat a few times what
we wanted to order as she did not seem to understand, even though we were Scottish. She returned with our

cutlery which she threw down onto the table and walked quickly away. When arrived with our food, slammed the
plates down onto the table. She definitely did not want to be there. Our food was not bad but n... read more. If
you're in a hurry and need something quick, you can get fine Fast-Food dishes just the way you like it from

Carlo's Fish Bar And Restaurant in Edinburgh, City of, prepared for you in short time, Those who are passionate
about the English cuisine will enjoy the extensive selection of traditional dishes and indulge in the taste of

England. In addition, they proffer you tasty seafood dishes, Don't miss the chance to try the crispy and crunchy
pizza, prepared fresh in an original way.
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Salad�
SALAD

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

Sid� dishe�
SCAMPI

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Lavastei�-Gril�
MIXED KEBAB

Burger�
BEEF BURGER

CHICKEN BURGER

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

BEEF

MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

SALAD

BURGER

FISH

PIZZA
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